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Abstract (en)
Process of combined and simplified type for cleaning the cylinders of continuous printing machines, provided with groups of printing cylinders (C1-
C1', Cn-Cn'), that act on opposite sides of the endless web (N) to be printed unwound from a reel, wherein each printing cylinder is provided with
cleaning means (P1-P1', Pn-Pn') and which includes a primary step for supplying to one or to both opposite sides of said web (N), upstream of the
group of printing cylinders, the majority or all (80-100%) of the cleaning liquid with solvent required to clean the cylinders of the printing machine and
that can be safely carried by the web also in the subsequent drying step, while said cleaning units (P1-P1', Pn-Pn') of the groups of printing cylinders
are entrusted both with the mechanical action and with the secondary supply of any remaining amount (0-20%) of the cleaning liquid with solvent
or of a cleaning liquid with low or even no solvent content and proportionally high water content, to maintain at least lubricated and clean the side
areas (ZC) of the cylinders that are not in contact with the paper web, providing for the use of cleaning liquids with oil-based solvent, with a limited
evaporation factor of the solvent contained therein, so as to be able to use large amounts of these oil-based liquids to decrease the times of current
washing and cleaning cycles of printing cylinders, characterized by the fact that said primary step of supplying the cleaning liquid with solvent is
carried out intermittently, so that lengths of web (N) to which amounts (Q) of liquid with solvent have been applied are followed by lengths (N') of the
web to which said liquid with solvent has substantially not been applied, while the amounts of liquid accumulated upstream of the printing cylinders
(C1, C1') will be applied to said lengths of web (N') in a distributed fashion by the calendering action that these cylinders exert on the web (N) being
drawn, so that these lengths of web (N') will also pass through the cylinders (C1, C1') with amounts of liquid equivalent to those of the lengths wetted
in said primary supply step, so that when the feed speed of the web (N) to be printed varies, the interval of time (TB, TB', TB") elapsing between one
step and the subsequent step (TA) for supplying the liquid with solvent is made to vary in an inversely proportional fashion, and also characterised in
that constant amounts of liquid with solvent (Q) are supplied to the web (N) in the unit of time.
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